1 Annotation Decisions

In this appendix we will give a short overview of annotation decisions. The Universal Dependencies English Web Treebank 2.1 (Silveira et al., 2014; Nivre et al., 2017) annotations are used as guidance for most annotation decisions. Since this treebank is sampled from different web domains, it already covers most phenomena occurring in Twitter data.

1.1 Tokenization

As a starting point, we used the tokenization from the previous annotation (Li and Liu, 2015). On top of this, we ran a simple rule-based tokenizer to make the data better suitable for syntactic annotation. Phrasal abbreviations (e.g. lol, smh) are treated as one token. We also included the normalization from the original corpora in the MISC column, which is manually corrected after tokenization (see Figure 1).

No sentence segmentation is performed on the input data because the Tweet-unit is inherent to this domain. Instead we use the parataxis relation to connect different utterances. The head of the first utterance is always the root, and all next utterance are dependents of this node, see Figure 2 for an example.

# text = damn im finna roll up again...
1  damn Norm=damn
2   i SpaceAfter=No;Norm=I
3  m Norm=am
4  fin SpaceAfter=No;Norm=going
5   na Norm=to
6  roll Norm=roll
7   up Norm=up
8  again Norm=again
9   ... Norm=...

Figure 1: An example of tokenization in the CoNLL-U format (Only the ‘ID’, ‘FORM’ and ‘MISC’ column are shown here)

1.2 POS tags

Our parser does not make use of POS tags, but because they were already annotated and are closely related to the choice of dependency relations we corrected them during annotation. POS tags were first automatically mapped to universal tags (Petrov et al., 2012) and then manually corrected.

1.3 Unknown Words

If the annotator is unsure about the meaning of a word, other tweets containing the same word are searched and where necessary www.urbandictionary.com is consulted. If the annotator still could not understand the word, it is annotated as X with the dep relation. This only occurs five times in our data.

1.4 Emoticons, Emojis, URL’s and Phrasal Abbreviations

Since words belonging to this category are often not syntactically connected, we annotate them as dependant of the head of the nearest utterance (see 1.1). The relations and POS tags used are similar to the English Web Treebank: emoticons and emojis are a SYMB connected with relation discourse, URL’s are annotated as X with relation appos and phrasal abbreviations like ‘lol’ and ‘smh’ are considered to be an INTJ with the discourse relation.

1.5 Domain Specific Tokens

Mentions are used in Twitter to direct tweets towards a specific person/account. They consists of the ‘@’ symbol followed by the targeted username. Because mentions are used to focus a Tweet to a specific user we annotated it as PROPN with the relation vocative.

Hashtags are used to specify the topic or mood of the Tweet. They are often located at the end of
@JoiNicole99 hell yeah .. fuckin pervs ... wat chu doin ?

Figure 2: Annotation of the sentence “@JoiNicole99 hell yeah..fuckin pervs...watchu doin?”, only relevant relations are shown.

teaching @PrincePinn some twords ahahaa

Figure 3: Annotation of the sentence “teaching @PrincePinn some twords ahahaa”

the Tweet. Their usage is similar to interjections in the English Web Treebank, so they are annotated accordingly as INTJ and discourse.

A retweet is indicated by the token ‘RT’, which is usually found at the beginning of the Tweet. We tag it with the X tag and the discourse relation.

Because these phenomena are often not syntactically connected to the sentence, we connect them to the root. Note that all of these phenomena can also be used in (syntactic) context, then they are annotated accordingly (see example in Figure3).
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